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About you.

Who responded?

148 respondents.



What words did respondents use to describe themselves?



90%

1%
1%

3%
5%

England

Northern Ireland

Scotand

Wales

Other

Location.

11%

13%

18%

27%

13%

18%

Trustee/Chair

Chief Executive

Head/Director

Manager

Officer/Assistant

Other

Job title.

79% of respondents paid 

for their role.



74%

11%

4%

2%
9%

Registered Charity

Community / Voluntary group

Social enterprise

Trust or Foundation

Other

Types of 

organisation.

3%
8%

8%

7%

15%

6%

46%

7%
No income

Under £10k

Under £50k

£50k-£100k

£100k-£500k

£500k-£1 million

>£1 million

Unsure

Turnover of 

organisation.



Organisations’ campaigning activities.

80%

66%
64%

61%

52%

47%

40%

11%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%
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70%

80%

90%

Influencing central/local gov policy

Advocating for a community/group

Advocating for service

users/beneficiaries

Attitudinal change

Influencing the law

Behavour change

Influencing private sector

companies

Other
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The campaigning 

environment.
What did they tell 

us?



Do you believe that campaigning is a 

legitimate activity for civil society 

organisations?

100%

Yes



Do you believe that individuals and groups in civil 

society should be free to campaign on any issue they 

want (if a registered charity, then in order to meet 

their charitable purpose)?

95%

5%

Yes No



93%

5%

2%

Yes No Don’t know 

Do you think that there are threats to the 

legitimacy of campaigning?



66%
64%

62%

55%

52%

47%

22%
20%

3%
1%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

Negative media coverage of civil society

The Lobbying Act and its regulation

Conditions of public funding that prevent

lobbying, campaigning or advocacy

Senior managers/trustees being more cautious

about campaigning

A negative public view of civil society

Independent funders disinclined to fund

campaigning activity

Guidance from the Charity commission of

England & Wales

Other

Guidance from the Office of the Scottish Charity

regulator

I do not think there are threats to campaigning

What do you think are the current threats to the 

legitimacy of campaigning?



Have things got worse in the last year for campaigning?

49%

16%

35%

Yes No Don't know



If you answered yes, why?

1. The political environment, closing civic space and a lack of bold civil society response

“The atmosphere of intolerance from Whitehall has grown”

“Some charities are increasingly less certain about when, how and how bold to campaign”

2. Funding is becoming scarcer and more restricted

“Funding is drying up for grassroots”      “Money is harder to come by and grants restricted”

=3.  Negative public perceptions of civil society, and negative media coverage

“I don’t think there have been any particularly positive stories of charities having an impact 

to counter the negative press in recent years.”

=3.  Brexit dominating political and news agendas

“Everything overshadowed by Brexit negotiations, and public anxiety about the outcome.”



Has anything helped make the campaign environment 

more supportive?

36%

34%

30%

Yes No Don't know



If you answered yes, why?

1. More support being offered by organisations like SMK and between campaigners

“More networking within civil society to share ideas and good practice and solve challenges”

2. The polarised political environment is creating opportunities as well as threats

“A greater public appetite for activism”     “Uncertainty creating scope for change”

“Volunteers feeling fired up by current environment, more organisations realising 

campaigning is vital to their aims”

3. Social media and online tools making campaigning more accessible

“grassroots activists enabled to amplify their own voices directly without gatekeeping by 

those in control of funding”

“charities need to have more confidence in campaigning around a hashtag rather than 

brand”



Does your organisation regard campaigning as a vital 

way to deliver its mission?

81%

16%

3%

Yes No Don’t know



How has the environment around campaigning 

affected your board in the past three years?

37%

31%

32% Made them more cautious about

campaigning

Made them more determined about

campaigning

No difference



How has the environment around campaigning 

affected your Senior Management Team in the past 

three years?

28%

39%

33%

Made them more cautious about

campaigning

Made them more determined about

campaigning

No difference



How has the environment around campaigning 

affected the volume of your campaigning in the past 

three years?

24%

33%

43%

Reduced the amount of

campaigning we do

Increased the amount of

campaigning we do

No difference



How has the environment around campaigning 

affected the tone of your campaigns in the past three 

years?

32%

28%

40% Less robust language/tone

More robust language/tone

No difference



What do you think civil society should do to improve the 

environment for campaigning?

1. Unite around a stronger shared story

“Have a united robust response”

“Communicating the value of campaigning…is the responsibility of all civil society organisations.”

2. Resist government pressure and oppose restrictive measures

“Regard participation in politics through campaigning as a key part of a social democracy”

“Bigger charities with more resources should take on the poorly written Lobbying Act.”

=3. More collaboration

“More partner working to support each other’s existing campaigns.”

=3. Keep being bold and fearless

“We need to be stronger on campaigning at a time like this, not shying away from it.”



Do you think there will be a need for more campaigning 

by civil society in the next 12 months?

94%

1%
5%

Yes

No

Don't Know
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Thank you.
@smkcampaigners

www.smk.org.uk


